Wednesday saw the U12
'Mixed' Water Polo team take
on Bolton U11 Boys in the return fixture from last week. This was our first
home match of the year which we are really grateful for Bolton
School for travelling.
– 10 Bolton

Joint players of the Match – James Rocchio and Lilly Pryce

As the score line suggests it was a hard fought match just like in the away fixture and both teams should
be happy with their efforts. I couldn’t be happier for the way the whole team played. Our two goalkeepers
in Lilly Pryce and Amelia Brooksbank really set the tone with the commanding presence and good
understanding of what we want from our goalkeepers. They made
some key saves (Lilly 9 and Amelia 6) during the match and their
distribution was key in starting our attacks. Sam Adams was a rock in
the heart of defence, communicating well and help direct his back
James Rocchio
line in Charlie Spence, Ava Chambers, Georgina Gilmartin and Julia
Lilly Pryce
Szadkowska, who all pressed really hard and didn’t give Bolton any
easy goals. Gabrielle Parker, Amber Parrington and Jessica Fullerton
Amelia Brooksbank
worked well on the wings as well as Lilly and Ameila when they played
Sam Adams
out and they all helped build up our play in attack as well working
Ava Chambers
hard to get back when needed in defence. Sienna Harrop was
Georgina Gilmartin
sensational in front of goal adding another 4 goals to her tally for this
Julia Szadkowska
year which brings her total to 23 goals in 8 matches! Jessica bagged a
brace and James Rocchio scored the other 4 goals. This was by far
Charlie Spence
James’s best performance, linking up play well in the middle and
Gabrielle Parker
making good drives off the ball.

Amber Parrington
Jessica Fullerton
Sienna Harrop

I am really proud of every one of our players in how they played. They
are all showing a good understanding of how we want to play the
game and the future looks bright for our rising stars. We now have
the English Schools Cadet Water Polo tournament to look forward to
and work towards which is in June. Well done to all involved! Match report by Mr Wright

Wednesday evening the Year 10 Rounders
team played their first games of the season.

The girls chose to field first and made a couple of nervous
mistakes, however they performed well and once they had
settled down they produced some good fielding to keep
BGGS score down. When it was out turn to bat, the girls
were able to capitalise on the weak fielding from BGGS and
score some early rounders to secure a win.
Once again the girls chose to field first and the mistakes from the early game had long been forgotten,
unfortunately the girls from Immanuel were good at hitting and easily scored rounders. The girls did well
to stop them from scoring anymore. Not only were Immanuel good at hitting they were very impressive at
fielding, the girls did some great batting but couldn’t break through the fielders to score a lot of
rounders. They had to work hard to score as many half rounders as possible as 2 nd base was a
fantastic catcher.

This time the girls were forced to bat first and wanted
their last match of the night to be a win, the score was slowly creeping up and they finished on
a solid 6.5. Now all they had to do was field well and stop them scoring the runs. With 4
batters left Hanson had to score 1.5 rounders to draw, luckily some excellent bowling prevented
them from being able to hit the ball far, and Hanson only managed to score the extra half
rounder in the last 4 bats.
Congratulatins to the team: Amy Alinson, Alina Cvetkova, Dhana Corpuz, Riona Babu,
Charlotte McInhill, Lizzy Harrison, Jess Reeves , Paulina Sangcap , Leotha Ambrose,
Ylleanah Jinson, Maddy Yee.

Wednesday 9th May 2018 was the first leg
of the U18 Yorkshire Schools Water Polo
Championships which was held at Bradford Grammar
School. This is the first year of the competitions existence
which was organised by ourselves here at SBSJ and we are
hoping that it will become an annual event across all the
age groups, with the aim to increase the participation of
the sport in Yorkshire.
The teams taking part this year:
St Bede’s and St Joseph’s Catholic College Bradford
Grammar School St Peter’s (York) Ampleforth College

SBSJ and Bradford GS were the two most experienced teams
First Leg Results
however St Peter’s boasted a very big and powerful team and
Order of Play
were the surprise package of the tournament. Ampleforth who BGS
1 - 8 SBSJ
are the newest team to the sport showed great spirit and as the St Peter’s 6 - 0 Ampleforth
tournament progressed you could clearly see an improvement in
BGS
3 - 0 Ampleforth
their play which was evident in their results.
SBSJ
6 - 2 St Peter’s
BGS
1 - 4 St Peter’s
I was really pleased with how the competitions first leg went with
Ampleforth 3 - 7 SBSJ
all the teams showing great desire and playing some good Water
Polo throughout the afternoon. A big thank you for Bradford
Grammar School who hosted as well as St Peter's and Ampleforth for making the journey.
The second leg will be played on Wednesday 23rd May 2018 and Ampleforth have kindly
offered to host, which we are all really looking forward to.
Well done to all members of the U18 SBSJ team who managed to win all 3 matches which puts
us in the lead going into the second leg. Whilst we were the most experienced team there it
shouldn’t be underestimated how well we played and how tough the challenge was. When you
consider 10 out of our 13 players were our U15's team, whilst all the opposition were made of
just sixth form students. The experience of our 3 senior players in Danny Colehan, Dominic
Walker and Jack Sheehan was invaluable and all our U15s showed their quality and why they
were finalist in this year's ESSA Championships.
Table:
Team
GF GA GD Points
U18 Water Polo team to represent the school (goals):
BGS
4
12
-8
2
Jack Sheehan (3)
SBSJ
21
6
+15
6
Dominic Walker (3)
7
+5
4
Daniel Colehan (8) - Player of the Tournament Darwin King St Peter’s 12
Ampleforth 3
10
-7
0
(3) Sam Chewins (1) Harvey Weston-Beyer (1)
Tom Doyle, Adam Zdolyny, Konstantinos Odiomume (1)
Ikenna Obasi, Jacob Slator, Yenukua Anarwat, Jastin Barrientos (1)

This was the first year of the competitions
existence with the aim to make it an annual
event. Whilst there are only four teams for
now it is my aim to increase the
participation of the sport in schools here in
Yorkshire and the support from Bradford
Grammar School, St Peter's (York) and
Ample forth
College
was
greatly
appreciated. We are all in agreement that
we would like to continue with the
development of Water Polo in Yorkshire
and are we are going to try and find more
schools to get involved over the coming
years.
Whilst SBSJ were the more experienced
team, I would like to congratulate BGS, St
Peter's and Ampleforth in their efforts and
at times were playing some good Water
Polo. The progression they made over the
course of the two legs was evident, which is clear in the results between themselves when you compare
the two legs. I am really looking forward on building our current relationship between ourselves over the
coming years.
Finally I would like to congratulate our U18 SBSJ Boys Water Polo team. As I said we were the more
experienced team, however that shouldn't take away from our achievement. It is through our years of
hard work and dedication to improve ourselves that have given us the chance
to become Yorkshire Champions, something I hope to retain each year! A big
well done to all the U15 players (10 out of a team of 13) for stepping up and
not letting playing older and bigger opposition phase them. Not only were this
particular group the first boys team to reach the English Schools National
Championship Final in the schools history but are now part of another history
in becoming the first ever U18 Yorkshire Schools Champions. They still have
another 3 years to play in this competition, lets see if they can retain it
throughout the rest of their time here at SBSJ.
I would also just like to say a huge well done and farewell to our 3 senior
players in Daniel Colehan, Jack Sheehan and Dominic Walker, all who were
part of the very first 'year 7 Water Polo team at St Bede's C.G.S.' For 7 years
they have given up hundred's of hours of their free time to train and represent
the school. All 3 players trained at regional level in Manchester as well as getting a trail for the Great Britain squad back in 2014. For School they won the 2011 Liverpool and District
Water Polo Club Championship. They have been involved in 2 ESSA Championship Semi Finals only
missing out on the Final by 1 place in both attempts. They have also reached the ESSA Plate Final on 4
occasions with 2nd place being their highest finish.
Finally and most importantly, our school is going through some changes at the moment where we will see
students of all ages mix and help and support one another in their journey through school. Whilst this
may be a new concept throughout school I know all the Water Polo players will not be phased by these
changes as this is something we have done for many a year. Danny, Jack and Dom are prime examples of
this starting off as young students who looked up to players like Rocky, Jordan Towers, Luke Habergham,
Matthew McLoughlin, Benn Adams and many others. Now in turn, they themselves have become great role
models to our younger players, showing them just what it means to be part of the SBSJ Water Polo
fraternity. On a personal note they have been great influence's on my life and I am immensely proud to
have seen them grow from young boys into the young men they have become. I wish them all the best for
the future. Well done to all involved! Report by Mr M Wright
U18 SBSJ Yorkshire School Champions (goals from both legs):
Daniel Colehan (15) - Player of the Tournament, Jack Sheehan (4), Dominic Walker (4), Darwin
King (10) Sam Chewins (5), Harvey Weston-Beyer (3), Tom Doyle, Adam Zdolyny, Konstantinos
Odiomume (2) Ikenna Obasi, Jacob Slator, Yenukua Anarwat, Jastin Barrientos (1)

Click here for the results from both legs

